In light of the continued spread of the coronavirus around the U.S. and other geographies supported by SGI-USA, we will implement the following restrictions on SGI-USA activities:

1. All SGI-USA gatherings in numbers larger than five people scheduled to be held after Monday, March 16, but before Wednesday, April 1, should be cancelled.

2. This includes, but is not limited to discussion, study, and introductory and planning meetings, as well as auxiliary group and youth activities.

3. SGI-USA will be in communication via memo on Monday, March 23 as to whether this restriction will be extended past April 1.

4. **IMPORTANT EXCEPTION:** All Many Treasures Group activities are cancelled, effective immediately, until further notice.

5. In addition, members and guests of the Many Treasures age group should use their judgement as to whether to attend other activities, based on their circumstances.

Since our Many Treasures members are such powerful chanters, let’s encourage them to send Daimoku from their homes for youth propagation.

In addition, each Territory has full discretion whether to restrict activities still further than the above in specific local geographies, depending on local circumstances (such as new public health restrictions), after consulting with relevant Zone and Region leaders.

Thank you in advance for your support and cooperation of all the above, including swift communication of this information.